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Opti mizing Settings for
Pedestrian-Actuated S ignal
Control Systems
Feng-Bor Lin, Department of Civil and Environmental

Engineering, Clarkson College of Technology, Potsdam,
New York

A pedestrian-actuated traffic signal control system has been implemented
at intersections where most traffic conflicts are between vehicle flows and
pedestrians. When properly implemented, such a system can process traf-
fic flows more efficiently than a pretimed control system. lt is not yet
clear, however, how a pedestrian-actuated system can be best utilized, and
misuse is not uncommon. This study provides a basis for proper use of a
pedestr¡an-actuated system by characterizing the performance of the sys-

tem at ¡solated ¡ntersect¡ons in terms of traffic delay. Three optimiza-
tion problems of signal sett¡ng-the minimization of (a) average vehicle
delay, (b) total delay of pedestrians and vehicle riders, and (c) the d¡ffer-
ence between average pedestrian delay and average vehicle delay-are dis-
cussed.

The operation of a pedestrian-actuated control system
is fairly straightforward (Figure 1). When the first
pedestrian arrives at an intersection at time tr and
pushes a button to change the signal, it takes the con-
trol a response time of T s to srvitch the signal from
red to green for the pedestrian. Response time can be
considered as equal to vehicle amber time. Subsequent
arrivals of pedestrians between time tr and time tz have
no influence on the control.

The pedestrian green, totaling Go s, consists of a
WALK duration of E s and a DON'T WALK duration of S

s. After the end (t¿) of the pedestrian green, the signal
changes to vehicle green for a minimum of M s.

Amber time is treated as green time in this study and
is included in minimum vehicle green duration M. If
there are pedestrian arrivals between the start of
DON'T WALK (t3) and the end of the minimum green (ts),
the next pedestrian green would begin at time t¡' Other-
wise, the first pedestrian arriving after ts, for instance
at to, would induce another pedestrian green at time tr
and cause an overall vehicle green duration of G" s.
Thus, vehicle green duration is a function of pedestrian
arrivals.

A pedestrian-actuated control system can be evaluated
by measures of performance, perhaps the most pertinent
of which is traffic delay. For pedestrians delay is a
function of pedestrian flow patterns and signal settings,
while for vehicles it is a function of vehicle flow pat-
terns, signal settings, and the sequence of pedestrian
green intervals.

Assuming that traffic arrival is random, I derived
the following formulas for estimating traffic delays.
These formulas are then applied to three signal setting
optimization problems: (a) minimizing average ve-
hicle delay, (b) minimizing total delay of pedestrians
and vehicle riders, and (c) minimizing the difference
between average pedestrian and average vehicle delays.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Frequency of Pedestrian Green Interval

The performance of a pedestrian-actuated signal control
system is governed largely by the frequency of pedes-
trian green intervals. For randomly arriving pedes-

trians the frequency measured in terms of the number
of pedestrian green intervals per hour can be deter-
mined analytically as

N=3600i{Gp+M+lìpexp[-(s+M-T)rpl] (l)

where

N = the number of pedestrian green intervals per
hour;

GD = pedestrian green duration (s);
M = minimum vehicle green duration (s);
T = pedestrian signal response time (s);
hD = pedestrian headway (s);
5 = pedestrian DON'T WALK duration (s); and

ÀD = pedestlian flow rate (persons/s).

In Equation 1 I also assumed that pedestrians arriving
in DON'T WALK durations would wait for the next green
interval. This equation indicates that as ÀD increases N
approaches a fixed value of 3600/(GD + M), at which an
actuated signal pattern becomes the same as a pretimed
pattern with a cycle length equal to Go + M.

Average Pedestrian Delay

Average pedestrian delay with random arrivals can be
determined from

Dp = N[T(3600/N - Go - M) + (S + M)21213600 (2)

where Do is the average pedestrian delay in seconds per
pedestrian. Delay suffered by a pedestrian is measured
from the time of arrival at an intersection to the start of
the first pedestrian green.

Results of a recent simulation analysis of pedestrian-
actuated signal control systems (1) reveal that the B0th
percentile pedestrian delay is approximately twice as
long as the average delay for a given combination of flow
and signal settings.

Compared to a pretimed signal system with a pedes-
trian DON'T WALK duration of S s, a pedestrian green
of G, s, and a vehicle green plus amber duration of M s,
average delay has an expected value of (S + M)'/2(G, + M).
Therefore, it can be concluded from Equations 1 and 2
that the average delay incurred by a pedestrian-actuated
signal is always less than that expected from a pretimed
signal.

Average Vehicle Delay

Vehicles are delayed by signal controls because queues
form at red Iights. To relate delays to traJfic flows and
signal settings, let

C = 3600/N, average cycle length (s);
G" = C - G - 3.?, average vehicle effective green

duration (s);



Figure 1. Tim¡ng of pedestrian-actuated signal control.
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= single lane vehicle flow (vehicles/h);
= vehicle saturation florv (vehicles/h), taken as

1800 vehicles,/h for automobiles;
= G./C, proportion of the average cycle length

tlut is effectively green;
= Q"C/G"Q., saturation rate with respect to Q.; and
- average vehicle delay (s).

Based on the same simulation analysis I found that
with the above definitions Webster's formula (2)

D"= tC(l -x)2llI2(t -xy)l +3600y,/t2Q,(t -y)l
- 0.65tc/(Q"/3600)21 r/3 y(2+sx) (3)

can provide reasonable estimates of average vehicle de-
lays whether signal eontrols are pretimed or pedestrian
actuated. It can be concluded from Equation 3, however,
that a pedestrian-actuated control system will always
result in fewer delays than a pretimed system. As in
the case of pedestrian delays, the 80th percentile vehicle
delay is approximately equal to 2D".

Equation 3 should be used rvith discretion, because it
does not reveal the actual performance of a control sys-
tem under all circumstances. This requires further
explanation regarding the interaction between vehicle
florvs and the vehicle-processing capacity of an inter-
section. This capacity, measured in terms of the
maximum number of vehicles that can pass through
the intersection in an hour, is a function of signal
settings and characteristics of vehicle discharging
headways at the intersection. Greenshields' distribu-
tion of discharging headways (X) is shown in the follow-
ing table.
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signal settings should be chosen in such a way as to
avoid a yÀ value greater than 0,8.

The system performance represented by Equations
l, 2, and 3 is characterized by several features that
dictate the requirements of optimum signal settings.
First, as depicted in Figure 2, average vehicle delay
for a given G, decreases at a decreasing rate with re-
spect to M, while average pedestrian delay increases at
a more or less constant rate with respect to M. Second,
for a given M, average vehicle delay increases while
average pedestrian delay decreases with respect to Gr,
And, finally, when M is smaller than Go, average ve-
hicle delay increases rapidly when M is reduced.

Validity of the Assumption of
Random Arrivals

To test the validity of the assumption that traffic arrives
randomly, data related to pedestrian and vehicle flow
patterns were collected at several locations in potsdam,
New York (see Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 3a depicts a vehicle anival pattern identified
at a distance 42.'l m (140 ft) upstream from an intersec-
tion. The rate of arrival is light and affected only
slightly by an upstream intersection controlled by a
pedestrian-actuated signal. Figure 3b presents a ve-
hicle arrival pattern of moderate flol rate at a location
76,2 m (250 ft) upstream fr.om an intersection. This
arrival pattern rs not noticeably affected by a rernote
intersection upstream. On the other hand, the vehicle
arrival patterns shown in Figures 3c and 3d respectively
rvere observed 213.4 m (?00 ft) downstream from an in-
tersection controlled by a semiactuated vehicle signal.
The flow rates at the time of data collection were mod-
erately heavy, and interactions between vehicles were
substantial because of the build-up of queues downstream.

Regardless of the dissimilarities in flow conditions,
chi-square tests show that aU the four arrival patterns
conform to Poisson distributions at the 5 percent sig-
nificance level, as does the pedestrian arrival pattern
shown in Figure 4. The relatively high chi-square value
of 8.14 compared to the critical value of 9.48 may be
attributable to the grouping of pedestrians when friends
or relatives arrive together.

From the above observations, traffic arrival patterns
at an isolated intersection can be reasonably assumed
to be random. When they are not random, such as when
a hgavy vehicle florv or a forced flow prevails, Equations
l, 2, and 3, because they demand minimum data input
in the form of flow rates, are still good for finding opti-
mum signal settings.

OPTiMUM SETTINGS

Optimum settings for a traffic signal control system rvill
be dictated by the purpose of the control, which may
vary from one locale to another. Nevertheless, the
following are probably the most important purposes:

1. Minimizing average vehicle delay,
2, Minimizing the differences between average delay

of vehicle riders and that of pedestrians, and
3. Minimizing total rider and pedestrian delays.

The signal controls based on these will be referred to as
vehicle priority operation, equity operation, and mini-
mum total delay operation respectively.

Vehicle Priority Operation

The rationale behind minimizing average vehicle delay
hinges on the fact that they waste time, increase vehicle
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Posit¡on of
Vehicle in Discharging
Oueue Headway (sl

First 3.8
Second 3.1
Third 2.7

Position of
Vehicle in Discharging
Oueue Headway (s)

Fourth 2.4
Fifth 2.2
Sixth and up 2.1

Based on those headways, such a capacity (Qn,u*) can be
estimated as

Q.o, = 5N - (3600 - Ncp - 14.2N)/2.1 (+)

where 14.2 represents the total time in sec onds needed for
the first five queuing vehicles to enter the intersection.

The average saturation rate (y") for an average cycle
can be approximated by

Y" = Q"/Q."'

From the simulation analysis mentioned earlier, I found
that when y" has a value greater than abotrt 0.8 average
delay has a tendency to become a function not only of
flow rate but also of the sequence of arriving headways.
The performance of a control system may therefore be
unstable. In other words, for a given flow rate, esti-
mates of average delays based on different field samples
either have a large variation or may become time de-
pendent (increase with respect to time). Then Equation
3 may not provide a good estimate. Whenever possible,
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operating costs, and pollute the air, Therefore, as long
as a control does not bring about excessive pedestrian
delays, average vehicle delay may be minimized.

Several factors should be taken into account. First,
in setting minimum vehicle green, M should be long
enouglr to allow those vehicles stopped by a pedestrian
green to cross the intersection during their green. For

Figure 2. Average delay as a function of Go and M.
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a pedestrian green of Go s and a vehicle flow of À" ve-
hicles/s, average number of queuing vehicles per
pedestrian green is approximately Gr),". The green time
required for these vehicles to enter an intersection can
be estimated from Greenshields' data on vehicle dis-
charging headrvays, which on the average decrease from
a high of 3.8 s for only one queuing vehicle to a sta-
bilized value of about 2.1 s for a queue of considerable
length. As a conservative measure, an average of 4 s/
vehicle is allowed in the following analysis. Thus, green
time requiredfor Go)." vehicles to enter an intersection is
conside¡'ed as 4(Gù,"). An amber duiation equal to
pedestrian signal response time should be added to
4(GpÀ") to form a lower bound of minimum M.

It is not clear what the maximum delay most pedes-
trians are willing to tolerate is. To maintain the spirit
of a pedestrian-actuated control system, Irorvever, an
upper bound should be imposed on M. This upper bound
is denoted as M,,,"*and is limited to 60 s.

In addition, there are several concerns in setting a
pedestrian green dulation Go. For WALK duration, the
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (4) set a
minimum of ? s to allow waiting pedestrians toãnter an
intersection. Abrams and Smith (!) have recently in-
dicated that, except when pedestrian queues are longer
than 15 people (an unlikely event for intersections con-
trolled by a pedestrian-actuated system), ? s is su-f-
ficient. This should be considered a lower bound be-
cause too short a WALK duration tends to create con-
fusion and stress on pedestrians,

On the other hand, DON'T WALK duration should per-
mit pedestrians to clear an intersection before vehicles
are released. Thus, i-f W denotes the maximum width
of an intersection and V, is a design speed for pedes-
trians, then minimum DONrT WALK duration should be
at least equal to W/Vo. In consequence, the minimum
requirement of Go is ? + (W/Vr). When a G, longer than
the minimum is preferred, it would be desirable to set
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Figure 3. Vehicle arrival patterns.
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Figure 4. Pedestrian arrival pattern.

the DONIT WALK duration to its minimum of W/Vp and
to allocate the rest of G, to WALK.

Finally, pedestrian signal response time T, which
may be regarded as vehicle amber time, should allorv
vehicles to clear an intersection before the green is
turned over to pedestrians. According to the Traffic
Engineering Handbook (9), T can be estimated from

T=r+V/(2a)+(W+L)/V

where

= perception-reaction time (1 s);
= approach speed of clearing vehicle;
= deceleration rate of clearing vehicle 14,57 m/s'z

(15 ftls,)l;
= intersection width; and
= length of vehicle [6.r m (20 ft)].

The problem of determining optimum settings for
vehicle priority operation can be formulared as Min
D,,,,, lvhich is.subject to 4(G0tr") + T < M i Mu,n,, Gp =
E +S, S =W/Yr, and E > ?, where D,,,r.epresenté the
average delay of the heaviest single{ane vehicle traffic
flow that pedestrians interfere with. Its value is given
by Equation 3.

The solution to this optimization problem is straight-
forward, because, as shown in Figure 2, average ve-
hicle delay increases and decreases with respect to Go
and M. Therefore, the best settings for any combina-
tion of pedestrian and vehicle flows call for the use of
a minimum acceptable Go and a maximum allo',vable M:
E = ?, Go =7 + W/Yp), ànd M = M,n",.

Table 1 shows an example of veNcle priority opera-
tion based on Vo = 1.1m,/s (3.5 ftls), V = 40 km/h (25
mph), and Mn'", = 60 s. The operations are characterized
by the following features:

1. Average pedestrian delay (Dr) is overtvhelmingly
greater than the average vehicle delay (D");

2. Average pedestrian delay of about 30 s for all
combinations of intersection widths and traffic florvs
impties an B0th percentile delay of about 60 s; and

3. Values of y" for the ranges of intersection widths
and traffic flows considered are well below 0.8. Thus,
the signal settings would result in stable system per-
formances with respect to vehicle delay, meaning that
average delay is unlikely to grow with respect to time.
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If the average pedestrian delay and the corresponding
B0th percentile delays are excessive, then a smaller
value of Mn,u* should be used. For example, with an
Mn,"* of 40 s, the avelage pedestrian delay shorvn in
Table 1 could be reduced by about 10 s, but average
vehicle delay would not be increased by mor.e than 4 s.
The corresponding B0th percentile delay would have a
more acceptable value of about 40 s, Use of a smaller
Mn,o*, however, has the danger of leading to an unstable
system performance with respect to vehicle delays when
both pedestrian and vehicle flows are heavy.

Equity Operation

If a control system is intended to permit fair use of an
intersection by pedestrians and motorists, then signals
can be set to minimize the discrepancy betrveen average
pedestrian delay and average vehicle delay. For. ve-
hicle flows, the needs of the heaviest traffic flow
stream are the most important concern. Lighterstreams
affected by pedestrians may be ignored.

The problem of finding optimum settings for equity
operations can be formulated as Min(Do - D,), which is
subjectto4(GrÀ") +T < M( Mnraxr Go =E +S, S =W,/fo,
and E = ?, rvhere (Dn - D") denotes the absolute value of
the difference betwee¡r Do and D".

In this case, Go has to be set at its minimum re-
quirement to ensure that a unique solution exists and
that combined delay of pedestrians and vehicles be kept
as low as possible. This constraint is essential be-
cause, as can be seen from Figure 2, for any Go it is
always possible to find an M such that D" equals Dr. In
the figure these combinations of Go and M at rvhich D,
equals D" are represented by the intersects of Do and D"
curves. It is clear that larger G, induces longer delays.

The approximate solutions to tlte above optimization
problem with different combinations of intersection widths
and traffic flows are shown in Table 2. The following
observations can be made by comparing the equity
operations with the vehicle priority operations under the
same conditions.

1. Equity operations bring about substantial reduc-
tion in average pedestrian delays. They result in less
total delay at light vehicle flows and greater total delay
at heavy vehicle flows.

2, As indicated by the larger values of yo, the equity
operations are relatively unfavorable to vehicle flows.
Values of y" greater than 0.8 at heavy vehicle flows sug-
gest that an equity operation here is undesirable.

3. For a given combination of intersection width and
vehicle flow, the optimum settings of M are not sensitive
to pedestrian flow rate.

4. For a given combination of Qo and Q,, the opti-
mum settings of M increase by no more than 2.b s for
every additional 3.1 m (10 ft) of intersection width.

5. The 80th percentile delays range about ? to 40 s
for the various combinations of intersection widths and
traffic fLows. Therefore, from the viewpoint of pedes-
trians, equity operations are preferred to vehicle pri-
ority operations.

Minimum Total Delay Oneration

When travel time is the dominant concern in the operation
of a signal control system, it would be desirable to
minimize total pedestrian and vehicle delay. Assume
that vehicle occupancy rate is 1.5 riders,/vehicle; the
best settings can be identified by finding the solution to
the problem

(6)
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where n denotes the total number of vehicle traffic flow
streams in conflict with pedestrians, and Q"¡ ând Dy1

represent the flow rate and the average delay of the ith
vehicle stream respectively. 4 is given in Equation 2,
and D", can be determined from Equation 3.

The objective function given above should be subjected
to the same constraints as those described in the case of
vehicle priority operation.

A complete treatment of this optimization problem is
impossible because optimum settings are partially dic-
tated by the number of vehicle traffic streams that have
to be taken into account. Table 3 provldes an insight

into the nature of this type of operation and shows the
best settings and their implications for only one vehicle
traffic stream. The operations have the following char-
acteristics:

1. Go should be set at its minimum requirement;
2. Optimum settings of M increase with respect to

intersection width and vehicle flow rate for a given
pedestrian flow rate;

3. Values of y" are all under 0.8 for the ranges of
intersection width and traffic flows considered, and
stable performance of the control systems with respect
to vehicle delays can be expected; and

4. Optimum settings are comparable to those of the
vehicle priority operations at heavy vehicle flows. And,
at light vehicle and pedestrian flows, they are similar

(7)

Table 1. Optimum sett¡ngs for
vehicle priority operations.

W-0nt, G,=13s, lv=9Dì, G,=16s,
T=3.3s T=3.6s

w=12nr, G, =19s, w=15n¡, G, -22s,
T=3.9s T=4.1s

NI D.
(s) G) Y,

D.
(s)

D
(s)

D,
(s)

D-
(s)

D,
(s)

D.
(s)

D,
(s)

200
400
000
800
200
400
600
800
200
400
600
800

30.830.42?.5

33.429.4

33.532.330.929.6

2.2 0.14
2.7 0.28
3.5 0.42
4.5 0.56
2.3 0.14
3.0 0.29
3.8 0.43
4.9 0.5?
2.4 0.l4
3.0 0.29
3.8 0.43
4.9 0.5?

2.9 0.15
3.6 0.29
4.5 0.44
5.8 0.59
3.1 0.15
3.8 0.30
4.8 0.45
6.2 0.60
3.1 0.15
3.8 0.30
4.8 0.45
6.2 0.60

3.7 0.15
4.5 0.30
s.6 0.46
7.1 0.61
3.9 0.16
4.8 0-31
6.0 0.47
?.6 0.02
3.9 0.16
4.8 0.31
6.0 0.47
?_6 0_62

30.8

4.5
5.5
6.8
8.6
4.8
5.8
'1.2
9.2
4.8

7.2
9.2

0.16
0.33
0.50
0.06
0.16
0.34
0.50
0.68
0. l0
0.34
0.50
0.08

Nore: ln=3.3ít.

lable 2. Opt¡mum settings f or equity operat¡ons.

W=6n1, Gp=13s, T=3.3s W=9n1, G¡=16s, T=3.6s

MD^D.Y.MD.D.Y.
(s) (s) (s) (s) (s) (s)

w-12nr, Go=19s, T=3.9s W=.15nt, Go-22s,T-4.1s

Y. D.
(s)

D¿
(s)

M
(s)

D,
(s)

M
(s)

200 ?.0
400 10.5
600 14.5
800 18.5
200 11.5
400 14.5
600 1?.s
800 22.5
200 13.0
400 15.5
600 19.0
800 24.0

3.6 3.0
4.4 4.4
5.6 5.5
7.0 ?.0
5.4 5.4
6.6 0.5
?.9 8.0

10.3 10.2
6.6 6.6
7.7 ?.9
9.4 9.4

I 1.8 I 1.9

9.0 4.9
12.0 5.8
16.0 7.2
20 .5 9.0
12.5 ?.0
15.5 8.3
r9.0 10.0
25.0 r3.0
13.5 8.1
16.5 9.5
20.5 11.5
26.5 14.4

4.8 0. l8
5.8 0.36
7 .r 0.54
9.0 0.70
6.9 0.25
8.2 0.47

r0.1 0.06
t2.9 0.80
8.2 0.31
9.6 0.54
11.5 0.?l
t4.4 0.82

6.2 0.1
7.4 7.3
9.0 8.9
ll.l 11.3
8.5 8.6

10.2 10.1
r2.L 12.3
15.6 l 5.?
9.? 9.8
lL.4 1l .4
l3_5 13.6
1?.0 10.?

0.20 1 1.0
0.39 14.5
0.5? 19.0
0.?4 25.0
0.28 14.0
0.51 1?.5
0.70 22.5
0.83 30.0
0.34 14.5
0.5? 18.5
0.74 23.5
0.84 31 .5

?.0 7.5 0.22
9.0 8.9 0.42
10.9 10.? 0.61
13.5 13.8 0.81
10.3 10.1 0.30
12.0 11.9 0.55
14.5 14.3 0.?3
r8.3 18.6 0.85
Lt.z 1r.5 0.36
13.2 13.1 0.60
15.6 15.? 0.76
19.6 19.1 0.85

r0.0
13.5
I ?.5
22.5
13.0
16.5
20.5
27.5
14.0
17.5
22.0
29.0

0.1?
0.34
0.50
0.06
0.23
0.43
0.62
0.?6
0.28
0.51
0.69
0.80

Note: lm=3.3ít.

Table 3. Optimum settings for minimum total delay operat¡ons.

W=6m, Go= 13s, T=3.3s W=9n1, Go=16s, T=3.6s W=12nì, G,=19s, T=3.9s W=15m, Go=22s, T=4.1s

D.
(s)

DD
(s)

M
(s)

Y.D.
(s)

D.
(s)

M
(s)

D"
(s)

M
(s)

D.
(s)

D,
(s)

M
(s)

4.4
5.5
8.8

24.',|
4.8
6.8

14.5
23.2

5.1
9.3

13.?
19.6

200
400
600
800
200
400
600
800
200
400
600
800

b
b

13
36

6
6

22
3?

0
13
22
32

I
I

33
60

8
l7
34
52
I

18

41

3.4 3.6
3.4 4.5
5.1 5.6

14.8 5.8
3.5 5.9
3.5 ?.?

10.r 7.1
17.'t 0.9
3.6 9.1
6.5 8.9

10.8 8.2
r5.7 7.3

0.1? 'l
0.34 r 1
0.50 20
0.61 51
0.25 ',t

0.50 L2

0.58 28
0.65 45
0.43 7
0.56 16
0.63 25
0.?0 37

4.8 0.19
5.9 0.3?
6.8 0.52
6.3 0.60
1.',t 0.29
8.9 0.51
8.0 0.5?
I.',t 0.65

11.5 0.50
9.8 0.55
9.5 0.04
9.3 0.71

5.6 6.2
5.6 7 .',|

r0.2 7.5
30.4 ?.1
6.3 9.5

10.4 9.9
19.0 8.8
28.1 8.5
?.3 12.6

11 .5 1 1.1
16.5 10.6
22.9 10.5

7.7 0.22
9,4 0.44
8.0 0.51
?.6 0.63
tt.A 0.36
10.9 0.50
9.9 0.5?
9.4 0.65
t4.2 0.50
t2.8 0.59
tz.t 0.66
11.? 0.',t2

0.20 I 6.9
0.40 I 6.9
0.52 44 23.4
0.61 60 31.9
0.32 9 8.0
0.50 21 13.8
0.5? 38 22.4
0.65 58 32.5
0.49 16 9.1
0.s6 19 13.4
0.64 30 18.8
0.?1 45 26.2

Note: lm=3.3fr



to those of the equity operations.

In general, minimum total delay operation is more
desirable than vehicle priority operation and equity
operation because it avoids long pedestrian delays that
can result from vehicle priority operation at light ve-
hicle florvs and vehicle delays similar to those of ve-
hicle priority operation. And, finally, M-u* can be
chosen to produce acceptable average pedestrian delays
at heavy vehicle flows and to alleviate the risk of un-
stable system performance.

SUMMARY

This paper characterizes the performance of a
pedestrian-actuated signal control system in terms of
traffic delays, describes the three types of signal opera-
tions, and discusses the validity of the assumption that
traffic arrives randomly. This was verified by data col-
lected for isolated intersections at Potsdam.

Vehicle priority operation may result in excessive
pedestrian delays when long minimum vehicle green
durations are chosen. Shorter vehicle greens, on the
other hand, risk unstable system performances with
respect to vehicle delay. Equity operation is preferable
from the viewpoint of pedestrians, but it may bring
about unstable system performance when heavy vehicle
florvs are present. Minimum total delay operation re-
duces the negative features of the other two operations
and is thus more desirable.

Regardless of the types of operation, pedestrian
green duration should always be set at its minimum re-
quirement, which is ? s plus the time needed for a
pedestrian to cross the intersection. The setting of
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minimum vehicle green duration, on the other hand,
depends on intersection width and traffic flow. In gen-
eral, broader intersections and heavier vehicle flows
require longer minimum vehicle green duration.
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rupted florv conditions and street intersections with
signalized control. Level of service is "a qualitative
measure of the effect of a number of factors, which in-
clude speed, travel time, traffic interruptions, freedom
to maneuver, safety, driving comfort, convenience and
operating costs." There are stops at intersections, so speed
cannot be the appropriate measure of level of service;
an operational index called load factor (LF), then, was
used to determine the various levels of service at sig-
nalized intersections. HCM defined this index as a
"ratio of the total number of green signal intervals that
are fully utilized by traffic during the peak hour to the
total number of green intervals, for that approach dur-
ing the same period." The different levels of service
are identified alphabetically from A (free flow) to F
(forced flow or stop-and-go conditions), based on the
value of LF as follows:

Level of Service at Sign alized
Intersection s
T. C. Sutaria, Rady and Associates, Inc., Fort Worth, Texas
J. J. Haynes, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Texas

at Arlington

ln the 1965 Highway Capacity Manual levels of service at signalized ¡n-
tersections are related to load factor, which was intu¡t¡vely judged the
best level of servics indicator available, Load factor has, however, pre-
sented such problems as its ¡nsens¡t¡v¡ty to low service volume, absence
of any rational basis for defining breakpo¡nts, and difficulty in identi.
fying loaded cycle, A rational method for quantifying the different
levels of service at signalized intersections was therefore needed. ln
our research we used a road.user opinion survey that ¡nvolved depicting
and rating different traffic situations at a carefully selected single sig.
nalized intersection, Over 300 drivers rated randomly arranged film se-
quences of two types-a driver's view (microview) and an overall view
(macroview) of an intersection-and evaluated these films, segment by
segment, in terms of appropriate levels of service. Field stud¡es and the
att¡tude survey provided data for the development of two psychophysi.
cal models. Statistical analysis indicated that average individual delay
correlated better w¡th level of service rating than with measured load
factor and encompassed all levels of service. Of all parameters affecting
levels of service, load factor was rated highest by road users.

In the 1965 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) Q) the con-
cept of level of service was introduced for both uninter-


